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When the orrgrnal editron of thrs handbook

appeared a number of years ago in German.

Froiessor- Dr l{ordhoff wrote a foreword

whrch reinirrns .rs approp|ate today as it was then

Here rs what he irad to say:

The a,rra,ila,leitit5r of first cla,ss service e\terlzr zhere ha,s
plaSred a, kelz role inWolksrrza,gerlsts srrceess. So sa,lzs the
inflrrentia,l British jorrrtra,l, o'The Ecorrorttist'o irr a, pro-
rn irr errt a,rti ele d.err of e d t o tlre Woll,r sr,r/ a,gerrrA/e rtr.

This rrieur is rro rn ere pa,rtisa,lrship - anllthing lerrt.I\lerzer-
theless it lering:s a,!r a,ge-old, rrrrclra,nging prin'ciple tlril-
der the spotlight it so riehl5r deserrres.

fl,ecerrt deea,des harre seetr serrzice leecorne a, science of
its or,rrrr. Orrr lea,d in this field is so \ra,st tha,t trone of
orrr cha,llengers ea,rr cotne ttea,r us if r,rze continrre olr
the lrreserrt trra,th.

TIee trrrrrpose of this leook is leotllr to r,rridetr serrzice lrlror,rr-
ledge a,rrd to get rrrrder the srrrfa,ee of its a,ttetrd,a,rrt prole-
lerns. l\fia,ster5z of tlle rrrhole suleject - a,nd orre does rrrell
to rernenrber it is qrrite rightlSt ea,lled tlre right-ha,rrd
rna,rr of sa,les - rrrill thrrs lee frrrthered,.
To sell a, go<rd ca,r a,t a, fa,ir trrrice, to g:irre ser\ziee irr srrch
good rnea,srrre tha,t a, close rela,tiorrship of xnrrtrra,l tnrst
springs rrp leetr,rreerr dea,ler a,rrd crrstorner... a,ll this is
easy to sa,5r lerrt ha,rd to do" Dlerrertheless it is the recitrre
for soa,rirrg suecess.

Those rrzho strirze for a,clrierrerrrerrt xrxrst girze rrot ta,l're.
Tha,t is serrzice a,s rA/e a,t \Zoll,rsrrra,gett trxrdersta,rrd it.
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Introdrrctiorr

When a few years ago, the position of a Service Salesman

was introduced into the Volkswagen Organization, many
different opinions existed as to what this new position
would involve. Since then, practical experience has clearly
shown the necessity of having a

Service Adviser

for customers of a modern automobile workshop rather
than just a Service Salesman.

The purpose of this publication is to try and give a clear
idea of who the Service Adviser is and what is expected
of him. lt is intended to serve both as a training manual

for new personnel and as a useful work of reference for
the experienced Service Adviser.
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The
Serrzice Adrziser:
Definition a,nd
Derzeloprnent

The number of cars on the road has increased by leaps

and bounds in recent years and this has made it necessary

to extend proportionately the repair facilities available

for them. Many new enterprises have been formed, while

existing ones have been enlarged, in many cases into

extensive and complex undertakings.

At the same time, the following reasons have called for

new methods of handling repair work and have completely

changed the face of the workshop:

Steadily increasing car registration figures,

Specializing in one make,

Fewer repairs owing to well balanced design,

lncreased proportion of preventive maintenance,

lncreased use of spare parts and exchange units,

instead of repairs.

This resulted in three important phenomenons:

a Standardized repairs,

O High shop volume,

O lncreased workshop capacity.

ln order to work efficiently and profitably it is especially

important to streamline operations and simplify organiza-

tion. To do this, careful administration, advanced mech-

anization and proper distribution of work are essential.

Not only are repair operations now largely mechanized by

the use of car hoists, car dollies, stalls for maintenance

team work and the like, but office work too has such aids

as bookkeeping and invoicing machines and time clocks.

Mechanization is supplemented by departmentalization,

whereby specialist personnel is employed for many tasks.

ln the workshop, for instance, there are skilled bodymen,

engine rebuilders and paint sprayers and in the office,

time keepers, etc.

But all this should not mean that the most important factor

of all is forgotten: namely, personal attention for the
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Why does a Workshop need Specialists
to advise its Customers?

tu;
oia;s r'-

customer. Here above all, specialized services are required.

The dealer expects his workshop to run efficiently and, of

course, profitably. This cannot be achieved unless the

daily turnover of repair orders, with the accompanying

sales of spare parts and accessories, is such that the

workshop is working to full capacity.

This by itself is such an important problem that a specialist

should concentrate his whole attention on it. Apart from

this, the dealer wants to have:

e Work evenly distributed

o CIear instructions given to the workshop

a Prompt payment of workshop bills by the customers

a Assistance in dealing with the customers

r No interruption of repair shop work by customers

Why can't the shop foreman combine these with his other

duties? The foreman is kept fully busy by his own duties

in the workshop where he is increasingly burdened by:

o More small repairs

a More unskilled labor employed, and therefore

a More supervision required

a More administrative work

a Greater difficulty in keeping efficiency at its peak

The foreman must spend all his time on his own job so as

to avoid:

r Slack and unproductive periods

I Poor workmanship

a Unnecessary work

r Delayed deliveries

Every minute the foreman must spend on other duties

costs his employer money!

It is therefore in the interests of both the dealership

and the foreman that the job of looking after customers

should be entrusted to a specialist.





What does the Customer expect from such a Specialist?

The basis of any successful business relationship is trust

between the parties concerned. This particularly applies

to the purchase of an automobile, when the customer

places his confidence not only in the quality of the car

itself, but equally in the efficiency of the workshop which

will have the job of servicing and perhaps repairing his

vehicle. He has the right to expect that his confidence

shall be justified.

Anyone who has ever built up a workshop business knows

only too well how much trouble he had to take to gain the

confidence of each individual customer. Nevertheless, he

had certain advantages. The customer dealt directly with

the owner of the business, whom he knew personally and

trusted as an expert. The dealer supervised the work

himself and often personally made out the bills. All the

workshop staff also knew the customer and greeted him

by name. The customer was allowed to stand by and watch

while his car was being repaired and talk to the mechanic

concerned.

This, of course, is no longer possible in the modern work-

shop. Today, not even the foreman, no less the dealer,

can devote himself personally to each and every customer.

lnstead they have specialists whom they entrust with this

work and who must be able to serve the customer as well

as the owner could.

The customer will therefore expect:

a Expert advice

a Honest dealings

a Reliable prices and delivery dates

a A responsible employee to deal with

a Time for personal attention

a Polite and friendly treatment

a Ready assistance

This service specialist will only be able to inspire his

customers with that feeling of confidence which they

formerly had in the small workshop if he fulfills their

expectations.

The Volkswagen Organization considers these specialists

to be more than just Service Writers or "Reception

Clerks". Their job is not just to sell workshop service at

any price, but to advise the customer honestly, to see to

it that he is satisfied, and gain his confidence.

ln order to stress the true significance of this work, the

term of "Service Salesman" therefore has been replaced,

in the Volkswagen Organization, by that of:

SERVICE ADVISER
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f,Drrties of the
Serrziee Adrziser

The Service Adviser is the liaison between the customer

and the workshop and should represent the interests of

both. The work of the Service Adviser therefore covers

all transactions between the workshop and the customer:

On repair jobs

Before repain Customer reception

Road testing-diagnosing

Advising on required repairs

Preparing the repair order

Scheduling delivery

Durins repair: Following up the repair through the shop

Arrangement of additional repairs

After repalrr Controlling quality - post repair inspection

Checking the invoice

Returning the vehicle to customer

duties

Scheduling customers

Estimating major repair costs

Selling accessories

Adjusting complaints

Advising on warranty and goodwill

Corresponding with customers

Additional

The duties mentioned above can be taken over by the

foreman only in workshops that have a volume of less than

10 to 12 vehicles a day. lf traffic is greater than this, the

care of customers must be left to a specialized Service

Adviser so that the foreman can concentrate on his

responsibilities in the workshop.9 Explarnrng the repair o.oe!
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Experience has shown that a Service Adviser can attend

no more than 15 to 20 customers a day. When the volume

begins to exceed 20 customers per day, a second Service

Adviser should be employed.

Regular customers

Normally every Service Adviser should have a certain

number of regular customers whom he attends. ln this way

he will get to know both owner and vehicle thoroughly and

will be in a position to promote satisfactory service to

each.

At the same time the client gets to know "his" Service

Adviser; he feels that he is receiving personal treatment

and is willing to give his confidence to the person who

will look after the car from the moment it is handed over

until the time it is returned.

Distribution of work

ln certain large workshops, it will be possible to have

special personnel for duties that are notdirectlyconnected

with customer reception, such as:

a Checking on delivery times

a Pre-checking of invoices'

a Preparing estimates of repair

. Warranty and goodwill

a Handling correspondence with customers

a Utilizing customer Kardex for service promotion,

workshop planning and sales promotion.
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Workshop

Foreman

The Positiorr of the
Serrzice Adrziser
r ritlr.in
the Dea,lership

The Position of the Service Adviser

lf a dealership wishes to take full advantage of the Service

,Adviser's work, his position with regard to the other

members of management and staff must be clearly under-

stood by all concerned.

It is particularly important to see that duties, responsibili-

ties and rights are clearly defined and allocated to ensure

smooth cooperation all around.

The tasks and duties

The Service Adviser must know the interests of both the

dealer and the customer. He should not be concerned with

actual workshop operations, but should concentrate

entirely on his own activities for which he is directly

responsible to the Service Manager.

lf the Service Adviser is to do his job properly, he must be

given the necessary authority. ln particular he must have:
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Authority to acl

The Service Adviser must have authority to act in the

name of his company and to conclude agreements on

points arising from the repair order; such as estimate of

costs, promise of delivery dates, warranty matters. Special

financial agreements, such as allowing credit to the custom-

er, require the sanction of the management, however.

Authority to test vehicies

It is obvious that the Service Adviser must have the right

to road test customer's vehicles.

Autlrority to deterntirte delivery dates

The Service Adviser is authorized to settle delivery dates

with the customer after reconfirming with the workshop

foreman. When doing so, he must do his best to ensure

that the flow of work is evenly spread. lnternal organiza-

tion within the workshop itself, however, is the responsi-

bility of the foreman.

Authority to check repatrs

It is one of the duties of the Service Adviser to determine

whether repairs have been carried out in a way that will

fully satisfy the customer. lf the repair has not been

properly carried out, or if the car is in a dirty condition, it

is his right to refuse to take delivery of it from the shop.

The same applies to incorrectly completed invoices.

Authority in warrarrty and goodwill

When warranty or goodwill claims are submitted in con-

nection with work done in his own workshop, the Service

(\
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Adviser should be authorized to process such claims by

himself, up to a limit to be set by the dealer.

-' 1. :t..jr.t,;lC r : CC it ,,,,O1.i.1

Because the Service Adviser represents his dealership,

he should have a suitable place to work where he can

receive customers in the proper, private surroundings,

and also handle his clerical work.

'3 l: i:r 5

The Service Adviser must have a complete set of Volks-

wagen Service literature including the Repair Times List,

his most important reference. He should also have access

to all information and current circulars from Volkswagen-

werk that refer to Service matters and should be kept

informed of any agreements or correspondence with his

customers that relate to workshop or service matters.

,-- a !i i.l i','

lf the Service Adviser is to represent the interests of the

dealership, his salary should be sufficient to allow him to

enjoy a reasonable standard of living, and at the same

time, insure that all his effort during working hours is con-

centrated on his job. Since the Service Adviser is the most

frequent contact the customer has with the dealership, he

must be able to present a suitable appearance at all times.

The rights and duties of the Service Adviser should be

clearly defined and known to all concerned. Smooth

cooperation is only possible if everyone understands the

relationship the Service Adviser has with the service

manager, shop foreman and other shop personnel.
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Publications used by the Service Adviser

VTlf - Sta,rrda,rd Forrn s

R,epa,ir Tirne List
Fla,t R,a,te l\fia,n rra,l

Irrstrrretiorr l\fi a,rr ua,ls
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Qrralificatiorrs
of the
Serrziee Adrriser

Because of the importance of the Service Adviser's posi-

tion, he should have:

1 Technical experience

2 Administrativeability
j Suitable personality

.r Business ability

Special talent in any one of these directions will not

compensate for shortcomings in any of the others. A

Service Adviser needs a sound combination of all four
qualifications.

The Service Adviser should have a good general educa-

tion and some experience or training in a mechanical or

technical line. lt will be to his advantage to extend this

basic knowledge through evening classes or perhaps a

home study course.

Since it is absolutely necessary that the Service Adviser

be completely familiar with the Volkswagen and its repair

and maintenance, it is usually better if the Service Adviser

has obtained his experience and knowledge within the

Volkswagen Organization. Volkswagen dealerships should

therefore first look to their employees when searching

for the man to fill this position. This does not mean, of

course, that an applicant from another automobile work-

shop should be turned down.

Of all the abilities and experience needed by a successful

Service Adviser, the most important is technical experi-

ence 
- 

the Service Adviser's success depends upon his

ability to diagnose mechanical troubles and recommend

the correct repair. Foremen and mechanics already have

the necessary practical experience in repair work, but their

administrative and business abilities, however, will prob-

ably require furtlrer training.

On the other hand, employees from other departments

who wish to become Service Advisers will probably be
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experienced in administrative and business work only and

therefore require thorough technical trainin g.

The Service Adviser as the representative of the Volks-

wagen dealer has frequent contact with the public. For

this reason, importance is attached to his having the right

personality for the job. He must be able to win the

customer's respect and confidence and should himself be

respected by his fellow employees.

The Service Adviser should therefore have the following

personal qualities:

Natr:r;ri Perscnaiit;r

A pleasant, easy manner always makes a good impression

on the customers. A person who is uncertain in his

manner, or tends to be either severe or arrogant, will

encounter difficulties with both customers and employees.

Neat AllP'e.tr.arrce

A well-groomed appearance is essential. Ther Service

Adviser should be neither slovenly nor ostentatious, but

neat and suitably dressed. Appropriate clothing is a white

or neutral colored factory or shop coat with an embroi-

dered Volkswagen service sign in white or silver.

Correct Derrreanor

Beliability, punctuality and trustworthiness in every

respect are essential qualities if the confidence of the

customer is to be gained and retained. Such reliability will

also provide the right foundation for useful cooperation

with other employees, to whom the Service Adviser

should set a good example.

Pleasant Mitrrirer s

It is, needless to say, absolutely essential that the Service

Adviser should have pleasant manners so that the

customer feels he is getting proper, courteous, service.
'lactful Negotiaior.

It will be easier for the Service Adviser to deal with the

customers if he can "put himself over" well, has a friendly,

open personality and is adaptable and patient when

dealing with customers.

On the other hand he must be able to use his judgment

and put over his point of view with firmness when faced

with unreasonable demands. He should always exercise

self-control, however, and avoid unpleasant scenes.

The characteristics and abilities described above are

those that the Service Adviser should ideally possess. His

is a job which calls for the ability to advise and assist the

customer in every way. The customer will very often judge

the whole dealership by the way he is treated by the

Service Adviser. The Service Adviser should give the

customer the impression that he is personally working for

him - because, in fact, this is what he is doing. Only

those who approach it with enthusiasm will really make a

success of this varied and rewarding task.





I Tra,irrirrg t o le e e orrr.e
a, Serrriee Adrziser

The Service Adviser, like any other specialist should

receive proper training. The most suitable candidates for
such training are young foremen and mechanics. The

service manager will usually be responsible for making

the selection. He will naturally favor those employees who

have shown their desire to advance by the way they have

done their work and by Eoing to night school or otherwise

improving their knowledge.

Training should cover all aspects of workshop, parts

department and office work. This calls for the following

training program:

Workshop

Maintenance

General Repair

Unit Repair

Body repair

Paint shop
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Stock control

Nomenclature and use of parts

'..) i ; '.:

Time keeping

Preparing invoices

Customer Kardex

Customer correspondence

Estimating cost of repairs
Length of training

ln general, trainees will already have a certain amount of

workshop experience. Special workshop training may

therefore be omitted in whole or in part where candidates

have practical knowledge of repair work. lt should thus be

possible to complete the training of a Service Adviser in

two to three months.

However, the length of time, training takes in each depart-

ment is of no great importance. The only essential

requirement is that trainees should thoroughly master

every type of work. This will happen all the quicker if they

are not only expected to look on, but are actually given

all the various jobs to do.

With such experience, the trainee will soon learn to handle

more important jobs and get all around insight into the

running of the whole dealership. When his training is

completed, he should at first be placed under the super-

vision of some older and more experienced Service

Adviser until he feels confident that he can handle all his

duties on his own. As soon as this stage is reached, he

should be given the chance of working independently'

Planning

Training must obviously be thorough and will therefore

take a certain length of time. lt follows that every Volks-

wagen dealer should plan the training of its future Service

Advisers well ahead. Trainees can, of course, be given

temporary assignments in case of need, for instance

where a regular Service Adviser is on sick leave or during

peak periods.

Service Adviser schools, as part of the general training

program of the Volkswagen Service Organization and

attendance by the most apt employees, benefits dealer-

ship, customer and student
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The first few minutes after the customer's arrival are of

decisive importance to the success of good customer

relations. lt is important that the Service Adviser should

not keep the customer waiting, but find out what he

requires and look after his needs. lf the Service Adviser

is occupied with another customer, he should excuse

himself for a moment to greet the new arrival. Lack of time

must never be allowed to result in superficial and off-hand

treatment of the client, who should always receive the

impression that the Service Adviser is giving him personal,

individual attention.

Should the Service Adviser be held up in a long conversa-

tion with one customer when others are waiting for him,

he can always suggest that the interview be resumed

later, at a more appropriate time. Even if the customer is

particularly long-winded, he will usually react to the hint

that the workshop is waiting to start work on his car.
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It is not always possible for the Service Adviser to be

available. He may be away on road test, or on other work,

in which case someone else should be delegated to

replace him temporarily.

A customer is pleasantly impressed when the Service

Adviser greets him by name and seems to know all about

him and his vehicle. He will thus be able to express his

wishes in concise form and not delay the Service Adviser

unnecessarily. As an aid to memory, the Service Adviser

should carry a record of his main customers in pocket

book form. He should always keep this with him so that

he can greet customers by name even outside the dealer's

premises.

At the first inspection, or when delivering a new car, it is

also a good practice to write down the customer's name

on the front cover of the Service Booklet. Thus, whenever

the customer presents his Booklet, the Service Adviser

will be able to address him by name and give a personal

note to the interview.

lf the service Adviser has a good memory he will, in time,

be able to dispense with some of the aids described here

as he gets to know "his" customers. However, such aids

should certainly not be neglected at the start.
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Frequently the customer arrives with a request for certain

specific repairs only, but this does not relieve the Service

Adviser of the duty of properlydiagnosing any other faults.

Even though the Service Adviser knows that the customer

will permit no other repairs, he is doing a disservice to

both the customer and the workshop if he doesn't at least

call these other faults to the attention of the customer; it

is to the advantage of both parties if as much work as

possible is done at one time.

Coming back for additional repairs, which could have been

made before if they had been spotted during a complete

diagnosis, reflects badly not only on the car, but the

dealership. Worse than this, the customer could have the

additional repairs made elsewhere. A hoist is practically

a salesman in itself, and it is essential that the Service

Adviser has one at his disposal for such things as:



a Making a quick reliable examination of cars brought

in for repair. This gives the Service Adviser a clear

impression of the extent of the work required and

permits estimates to be made.

a Examining cars whenever there is any doubt as to

their roadworthiness or general safety'

a Showing the customer the condition of his car, before

or after repair.

A complete and critical assessment of the car's condition

cannot be made without a road test and this should never

be omitted even if time is short or the defects are com-

paratively minor ones. The road test is obviously of great

advantage for:

a Comparing the customer's remarks with actual con-

ditions.

I Detecting defects impossible to spot any other way'

a Checking general safety and reliability'

I Avoiding extensive future repairs by catching faults

early.

a Safeguarding against complaints after repair'

For the experienced Service Adviser, the road test is more

than just a vehicle check. He takes the customer along

and makes use of the time to:

r Hold and promote the customer's confidence'

r Explain any additional repairs required'

a Get approval for these repairs on the spot'

o Strengthen the customer's confidence in his car'

On such occasions, the customer should be invited to

drive the car as well. This enables the Service Adviser to

see what sort of treatment the car normally receives and to

observe and handle both car and driver correctly' However'

it may sometimes be advisable to road test the car without

the customer if there is a danger of his drawing incorrect

conclusions from the various tests applied during the drive'

The test route

lf traffic is heavy near the dealer's premises, it might be

well to establish one permanent test route' This facilitates

control: the workshop knows where the Service Adviser

is to be found and when he is likely to return, and can

also give prompt assistance to vehicles stranded during

the road test.

Who is allowed to give road tests?

The Service Adviser may not always be able to give the

road test himself, so a rule should be established as to

who else is allowed to do this. The foreman should also

be authorized to give road tests, so that he can check

vehicles after complicated repairs.

The test drive can also be used for taking the customer to

his home or place of business in his own car' No customer

appreciates rough treatment in the handling of his car:

turning abruptly, braking violently, slamming the doors' or

driving too fast. The Service Adviser should therefore

treat the customer's car with consideration, drive with

restraint, and avoid giving the brakes too many violent

tests.

lf the car is treated with apparent carelessness by the

Service Adviser, his customer will all too easily draw

conclusions as to the handling it gets in the workshop'

Foad test insurance

The Volkswagen dealer should take out insurance coverage

against the risk of injury to Service Adviser or customer

during the test drive. He should also insure hinrself against

loss or damage to customer's vehicles in his charge'

With heavy traffic in some areas, road testing is becoming

increasingly difficult. As a result, more and more work-

shops are now installing suitable test appliances' which

in many cases avoid the necessity of a road test'
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Advice

Customers come to Volkswagen dealerships for expert

technical guidance in everything from owning and driving a

car to servicing and repairing it.

This means that the Service Adviser must be more

than just an order-taker or receptionist; he must be a real

Adviser to the customer in everything that concerns his

automobile. After determining exactly what is wrong with

the car, the Service Adviser should point out to the

customer what repairs are required and explain the work-

shop's terms of business. He should explain each item

clearly to the customer and tell him why the work is
necessary.

Exchange Service

Sometimes it may be more advantageous for the customer

to have a unit exchanged instead of repaired. ln such

cases, the customer should be advised to take advantage

of the VW Exchange Service in his own interest.

This is a useful suggestion for the Service Adviser to

make, for the Exchange Service benefits the customer

while offering marked advantages to the workshop as well.

By installing reconditioned parts it is possible to shorten

repair times and thus speed up deliveries.

Prevention

The Service Adviser should remind the customer that

prevention is better than cure and recommend regular

preventive maintenance. ln this way, the customer is saved

the heavy repair costs that can result from neglect or

delay. lt should not be difficult to persuade the customer

that it is to his own advantage to keep his car well cared

for and thus maintain its value.

The Service Adviser's motto should be, "We would rather

service your car than repair it."1r (,ii,-'.1 
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The Service Adviser will often be forced to give unpleasant

news when the repair is assessed, especially in cases

where the customer has been expecting very quick service

or low costs. He should not be afraid of making it quite

clear to the customer from the beginning what the costs'

delivery date and extent of the repair work are likely to be;

this avoids friction and disappointment later'

Suggesting a sale

Where, as a result of heavy wear and tear or a serious

accident, it is no longer worth repairing a car, the Service

Adviser should point out to the customer the advantages

of buying a new car, or even a good used car, rather than

paying very high repair bills. The sales department should

also be advised to make the necessary sales approach to

the customer.
Estimating the cost of rePair

Once the repair has been sized up, the first thing the

customer wants to know is what it will cost and how long

it will take.

ln this connection, the Service Adviser's first duty is to

settle the question of how payment is to be made' The job

of estimating cost is greatly simplified by the Repair Time

List, which enables labor charges to be calculated with

accuracy. Time studies, based on general workshop ex-

perience, can be made for those operations that are not

included in the Repair Time List A well run workshop will

have flat rates for every possible type of work' ln this way

an advanced estimate of cost can be established with a

fair measure of accuracY.

One should, however, avoid giving the customer any firm

quotation. lf the repair is an extensive one' it may be

advisable to work out a written estimate for the customer'

Further information on this point will be found in the

Chapter on Estimates.

Settle method of Payment

The Service Adviser will naturally draw the customer's

attention to the "cash payment" clause printed on the

repair order form.

lf a check is to be accepted or deferred payment to be

arranged, the credit rating of the customer should be

established. Fleet owners who are regular customers may'

if necessary, be allowed to settle their repair bills on a

monthly basis through a credit account' This should be

treated as an exceptional arrangement' however, and be

granted to important customers only' ln all cases where

a customer asks for credit facilities, the Service Adviser

should refer to the Service manager for a decision'

To sum up, when a car comes in for repair, the Service

Adviser should:

a Greet the customer

a Listen to his requirements

a Make a diagnosis of the defects

o Settle with the customer what repairs are to be done

a Draw customer's attention to the exchange service

o Explain terms of rePair

a Give a provisional estimate of costs and delivery time

a Settle a method of PaYment

a Assist in insurance matters, if necessary

a Make out the repair order form

I
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0 MA40b Remove ond insloll clulch (engine

removed)

MA 40f Adjusl clulch lree ploy (lo be chorg-
ed only il no olher operolions of lhe
group MA ore corried oul) . .. , ., . .

MA40h Overhoul clulch (remove ond disos-
semble clulch, check componenls in-
cluding springs 

- reploce when
necessory, ossemble clutch, odjusl
clulch releose plole) 

- engine re-
moved .

MA44h Reline clulch driven plole (remove
ond insloll clulch driven plole) 

-engineremoved..,
MA 48b Reploce clulch releose plole ond od-

jusl (clulch removed)

MA 52b Remove ond insloll clulch releose
beoring (engine removed)

MA 56b Remove ond insloll clulch cross sholl
(engine ond reor oxle removed) , . .

MA 60o Reploce clulch reluin spring (odjust
clulch) - engine ond reor oxle in
vehicle

MA 62c Reploce clulch coble (remove ond
insloll pedol ossembly, odlusl clutch
ond broke)

MA62c Reploce clulch coble (remove ond
insloll pedol cover plole, odjusl
clulch pedol lree ploy)

MA65d lnsloll clutch coble coupling ..,....

Fillirrg out
the R,epa,ir Order

The order form

After agreeing upon the extent of work to be done, the

repair should be started as soon as possible. To make sure

that no job is forgotten the Servrce Adviser fills rn a

repair order with the necessary number of copies. in the

presence of the customer. When doing so, the car's chassis

nunrber can convenrently be copred from the customer's

vehrcle regrstratron or Service Booklet. Care should be

taken to ensure that both the customer's particulars and all

vehicle data are accurately noted. ln the case of regular

custorners, much of this data can also be taken from the

customers' f rle rn the general off ice. The customer's plrone

number should be on frle in case additional repatrs turn up.

Full detarls as to the way the order fornr should be filled

rn are given in

Thrs publication explains how a workshop order should

be processed and the Service Adviser is advrsed to
f aniliarize himself thorouqhly wrth its contents. lt will help

hrm to understand the dealership's organization and to

harrdle repair orders correctly. Attention need only be

drawn here to the followrnq pornts that are irnportant when

filling rn the reparr order.
Time Saving

Use of the ooer-ation nurnbers trom the Repair Time List

e. g. H 21 d M 1 a, etc. The Feparr Tirne List contains some

850 items covering neariy every possible repair operation.

Some 100 of these itenrs are used almost daily and the

Servrce Adviser shor-rld therefore soon get to know them

by heart

Clear rnstructions shor-rld always be given on the repair

order. In case of doubt order disassenrbly, final instruc-

trons bernq qrven after further investigation.
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Logical sequence

Operations should be listed in the sequence in which they

are to be carried out in the workshop, and arranged

according to assemblies 
customer,s signarure

Finally, the Service Adviser signs the repair order and the

customer countersigns in confirmation. lt is important to

obtain the customer's signature, since this also serves as

his acknowledgement of any terms or conditions printed

on the form. The customer should not, however, sign the

forms blindly.

When filling in the form, the Service Adviser should

explain the meaning of the items entered so that the

customer can give his approval to each operation. Other-

wise there is a danger of awkward complaints from the

customer who, in case of dispute, may attempt to put all

the responsibility on the Service Adviser.
Condition oI the vehicle

The Service Adviser should give the vehicle a short in-

spection in the presence of the customer. lf this is not

done, the workshop may be later held responsible for any

existing dents or scratches on the body, soiled upholstery

or damage to the interior finish of the car. At the same

time, note can be taken of any tools or other property left

in the car' Taking leave of the customer

Although the repair order has now been completed, the

Service Adviser is not yet through with the customer'

Before he turns his attention to other customers, he should

conclude the interview with the first customer as politely

as he began it.

The now carless Volkswagen driver will be thankful if the

Service Adviser conducts him to the waiting room or helps

him make the necessary arrangements to reach his home

or place of business.

Where a dealership is located far from convenient trans-

portation and repairs are extensive and will take quite a

while, it is not unusual for a dealer to lend a customer a

"loaner car". Some dealers use a Volkswagen Station

Wagon a few times a day and run a private bus line to

downtown areas.

This is a nice little touch that can be especially important

where filling stations compete for service business be-

cause they are nearer to the customer's home or place of

business.
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YVork Schedrrling:

ln addition to attending to individual repair orders, it is
also the Service Adviser's duty to schedule these orders

in such a way that the workshop receives an even flow of

work, avoiding slack periods as far as possible.

The volume of business received in the repair shop is

unavoidably subject to certain fluctuations caused by the

weather, the time of year, holiday periods, week-ends and

the like. How seriously this can effect the profits of a

business may be seen by observing the daily workshop

traffic over a fairly long period and comparing it with

the capacity.

The Service Adviser has the chance of levelling off such

fluctuations to a great extent, since he can regulate the

flow of work by influencing his customers appropriately.

Spreading the flow of orders

Many customers only come in the workshop on Fridays
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and Saturdays, whereas others seem to concentrate on

Monday mornings.

It should be possible to persuade those customers who

only want to have lubrication and inspection services

carried out, to visit the workshop on other days of the

week.

The Service Adviser should particularly point out to such

people that by making a proper appointment, they are

more certain of receiving prompt and careful attention to

their individual wishes. The early birds' noon hour and

"just-before-closing-time" customers can also be con-

vinced of the advantages of making their calls at more

suitable times.

It often happens that the workshop is quite empty of

vehicles well ahead of closing time, because the customers

have all asked for their cars to be delivered in the evening'

This results in unproductive or idle time for the mechanics

both in late afternoon and on the following morning, until

the first vehicles come into the workshop again.

The Service Adviser can avoid this, however, by suggesting

to individual customers that they bring in their vehicles in

the early afternoon and pick them up again the following

morning.

To avoid slack periods in the workshop at opening and

closing time, it is advisable for the Service Adviser to

come on duty before the workshop opens. lf several

Service Advisers are employed, some of them should be

on duty to receive customers before the workshop opens

and others should be available after the workshop is

closed.
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Punctual delivery is frequently more important to the

customers than the matter of price. Very often it is the

small delays that cause the most trouble. These irritate the

customer unnecessarily and he gets the impression that

the workshop is unreliable and badly organized. lt must

therefore be the guiding principle of every workshop to

keep strictly and precisely to the times of delivery prom-

ised. Punctual delivery is a most effective form of

advertising - and... it doesn't cost a penny! What steps

can be taken to arrange acceptable deliveries and be sure

of keeping them?

I rlil

The tirne required for most repair operations will be found

quoted in the Repair Time List. lf an operation is not listed

there, then the foreman responsible will have to make an

estimate, unless the workshop already has time studies
of its own available. Labor time estimates on extensive



Workshop Time lnder

and complicated jobs should never be worked out without

consulting the foreman, especially if the car has been

involved in an accident.

2 Survey of workshop capacity available

Whenever the workshop is not working at full capacity' the

Service Adviser can fit in suitable repairs on the spot'

The workshop time index will show him what capacity is

available in the workshop at any given time' This index is

kept constantly up to date by the foreman' Depending

on the size of the dealership, it may be necessary to run

a number of workshop time indexes with a different color

for each section of the workshoP'

To make it easier for the ServiceAdviser to keep informed'

additional color or light signals can be used' showing how

busy each section of the workshop is'

For instance:

red - all mechanics are fully occupied

green - sufficient mechanics available

yellow - some capacity available but enquire first

The following points must also be considered when

estimating the time required for a job:

a At what time will a suitable mechanic be available?

a Will the necessary space, special equipment' etc' be

available at this time?

a lf it's an unusual repair, are the necessary spare

parts available immediatelY?

a What delays can occur when transferring work from

one section of the workshop to another' a change in

the order of operations, or having to subcontract

certain work, such as paint spraying?

3 Safety margin

ln addition to the time required for actual repair work' an

allowance must be made for final inspection' minor recti-

fications and invoicing. Unforeseen factors such as

Foremqn F;s h er ooyTues do! oov/S,,%u 59

shortage of mechanics, breakdown of machines or equip-

ment, additional repairs, rush jobs or the lack of some

rarely-used spare part can make the whole calculation

inaccurate. lt is therefore advisable to add half an hour to

one hour to the estimated time, according to the size of

the repair - or in some cases even more'

4 Realistic deliverY estimates

All delivery estimates must be based on an accurate and

reaiistic calculation of the working time required' even if

the customer presses for quicker service' Concessions

should only be made in special cases and then never at

the expense of good workmanship, and only if the delivery

promised can definitely be achieved'

5 Spreading the return of vehicles

Accumulations of vehicles for return to customers' espe-

cially just before the workshop closes, can also be avoided'

Many cusiomers will be prepared to collect their cars at

oihertimesiftheadvantagesofdoingsoareconvincingly
explained.

lf the Service Adviser keeps all these various points in

mind he will be able to quote his customer a delivery time

which can almost certainly be adhered to'
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It is the guiding principle of every Volkswagen workshop

that:

Delivery promises must be kept

All those concerned with processing repairs must see to

it that work is punctually carried out and, above all, that

vehicles are promptly moved from one section of thework-

shop to the other. When the unit repair department has

finished assembling a transmission, for instance, they

should not just wait for someone to pick it up. The

mechanics concerned must pass on the information that

the unit is ready, so that the next repair operation can

follow without delay.

The workshop manager and foreman are responsible for

seeing that everything is done in the workshop to ensure

punctual delivery. The Service Adviser, however, takes

the full responsibility where the customer is concerned.

wtlo,vs:\
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= Lubrication

= lnspection

= Oilchange

= General Repair

= Paint and Body shop

= Road Test

DeliverY time labels

To facilitate control, a label showing the delivery time

promised should be attached to each vehicle, preferably

under the windshield wiper. lf several Service Advisers

are employed, it may be advisable to use a different color

of delivery label for each Service Adviser.

DeliverY time book

As a record of daily turnover and to keep a check on

punctual delivery, the Service Adviser also requires a

small, handy delivery time book. ln this he should enter:

a Repair order number

a Car license Plate number

o Type of vehicle

a Customer's name

a Main repairs (operation numbers)

a Estimated delivery time and delivery time promised

to the customer

Price quoted

Remarks

It may also be worth adding conventional marks

o Car in workshoP since . . .

a Final inspection made

a Car ready

a Car delivered

By having the delivery time book on hand at all times, the

Service Adviser is in a position to compare his orders with

the actual progress of the work. ln larger firms, instead of

keeping a delivery time book, it may be easier to make an

extra carbon copy of the repair order. These extra copies,

filed in order of delivery promised, can then be used for

control purposes. A further suggestion is to keep a rough

record of orders and deliverydates in the receiptionoffice'

This enables the office staff to answer queries if the

Service Adviser is temporarily absent.

C Lirrt I (l Ll,' ! r' ! '- / rr(lr'r'
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Additions to tlre
Repa,ir Order

Carrying out the repairs is the responsibility of the work-

shop manager, foreman or supervisor according to the

size of the workshop. The Service Adviser should not

become involved in matters that concern the workshop

only. On the other hand additions to the repair order are

his responsibility.

When repairs are being'done it is often found that more

work is required on the vehicle than was evident at first

sight, or than the customer asked for.
Saving expense

For instance, when an engine is disassembled, it may turn

out that the customer would be saved a more costly repair

later if his faulty clutch were also attended to on the spot.

Road safety

When adjusting the brakes during the course of an inspec-

tion, it may be found that the adjusting screws have seized

or that the brake cylinder is leaking. ln such cases the



damaged parts must be replaced in the interests of road

safety.
The Service Adviser decides

The workshop cannot extend the repair order on its own

responsibility if this is going to cause additional expense

to the customer. Whenever additional work seems to be

necessary, the workshop should immediately inform the

Service Adviser. The Service Adviser, as the customer's

representative in the workshop, will then look into the

matter and decide whether the additional work should be

carried out. lf a price increase of more than 'l 5/e is

involved, permission must f irst be obtained from the

customer.

Customer's aPProval

lf the Service Adviser suspects, when making his diag-

nosis, that additional work may become necessary, he

should make an appropriate note on the repair order form.

A note of how and where the customer can be reached

should also be made. Thus, if additional work becomes

necessary, the customer can be informed and his approval

obtained without delay. lf such approval has to be obtained

by telephone, it is advisable to confirm the conversation

immediately in writing. The Service Adviser thus avoids

any risk that the customer may later refuse to pay for the

additional repairs on the pretext that he was not told of

the extent of the work and had not given his authority for

it to be carried out.

Though additional repair work of this kind cannot always

be avoided, one should always try to prevent this from

becoming a source of grievance to the customer' lt is

therefore the duty of the Service Adviser to explain addi-

tional repairs in such a way that the customer understands

the need for them and agrees or even suggests that they

should be done.

Keeping to the promised deliverY

Even when additional work has to be done, one should

try as far as possible to meet the delivery deadline' lt is

advisable to give oneself a little extra time when quoting

the customer, so that emergencies can be allowed for'

lf delay becomes necessary, the customer should be

advised of this too, as quickly as possible.

\.
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The foreman completes the workshop's task by checking

the repair work that has been done. Only then does the

Service Adviser take over the car and make his final

inspection.

The Service Adviser should plan ahead from the beginning

and quote the customer a delivery time that will enable

him to fit the final inspection comfortably into his working

schedule and give it the attention it requires. This inspec-

tion should always be carried out as soon as possible,

even if the repair has been completed ahead of time. There

is always a risk that unforeseen circumstances may lead

to delays and it is therefore advisable to take over cars

at the earliest opportunity.
Advising that the car is ready

The Service Adviser must of course be informed in some

way that the car is ready for him once the repairs have

been checked in the workshop. Usually it will be sufficient

for the car to be parked in a specially marked-off area

where it can easily be seen by the Service Adviser.

Another system is for the shop foreman to leave the repair

order on the Service Adviser's desk in the reception office

when the work is completed. lf delivery time is very close,

the Service Adviser must be advised immediately.

What has to be checked

To give the customer real service, the final inspection

should be more than just a check that all parts repaired

and replaced are in proper working order. The car should

also be inspected for operational safety, road safety and

cleanliness. This serves the further purpose of giving the

workshop protection against possible complaints by the

customer who usually tries to blame the dealership for

any faults that show up after his car has been serviced.

The final inspection should therefore include the following

checks:
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Repair work cornPlete and correct

Actual work done checked against the items on the repair

order

All repaired parts operating properly

Workmanship faultless

Operational safetY

Oil level

Fan belt tension

Condition of electrical equipment

Fuel tap in correct Position
Hoad safety

Steering linkage tight and working correctly

Brakes working correctlY

Wheel, bolts tight, tires in order

Bear axle shaft nuts tight

Head lights

Cleanliness

Gear lever, hand brake lever and steering wheel free of

oil and grease

No grease, dirt or fingerprints on the body

Upholstery and interior trimmings clean

Windshield and windows clean

Accessories and equipment complete

Spare wheel, jack, tools, gasoline can

Some of these checks could also be carried out by the

shop foreman, e.g. "Bear axle shaft nut and steering

linkage tight - wheel bolts tight." Clear rules must be

made, however, defining each person's responsibility'

An important check must never be allowed to go neglected

on the assumption that it has already been attended to by

someone else. Where any repair work has been carried

out on the steering, front axle or rear axle, the hub cap

should only be replaced by the person responsible for

inspection. This gives a visible check that nothing has

\
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been omitted. It has also been found useful to mark off

the individual items of the final inspection on a printed

control card.

Correction

The final inspection may reveal that certain repairs have

not been done or have been done badly. ln such cases it

is most important to:

a Correct any defects or omissions - never neglect

them as being unimportant or because time is short

O Start work immediately - do not wait until the

customer comes in.

The workshop is normally responsible for all damage to

vehicles entrusted to its care if such damage has been

caused by its own negligence. Even apparently unimpor-

tant details are often decisive in such matters - despite

the fact that trivial negligence can soon lead to extensive

repairs.

Any rectifications which the Service Adviser finds neces-

sary at the final inspection must be attended to by the

workshop and not by the Service Adviser. lf the workshop

has been at fault, it should be charged with the cost of the

extra work.

On the other hand, if the defect in question is not the

result of faulty repair work, the matter should be treated

as an ordinary addition to the repair order, and the Service

Adviser should proceed accordingly.
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The Irrrzoice

The invoice is usually that feature of the repair job which

the customer likes least - and one which he will examine

with a particularly critical eye. lt follows that invoices must

be made out most carefully. They must satisfy customers

that the order has been carried out as desired, and that

the amount charged corresponds to the work involved.
' 

Checking the invoice

The invoice is usually made out by the office staff, but the

Service Adviser has a responsibility toward the customer

in the matter. He knows best what arrangements have

been made, what repair work has been done and he is

therefore the person best suited to check the invoice.

ln order to assist him in this, the office staff should

caref u lly:

3 Check the invoice against the repair order

a Enter any spare parts used

o Check the figures
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The Service Adviser should make quite sure that the

invoice agrees with the customer's order and that all

promises - particularly those concerning price - have

been kept.
Clear entries

It is important that all entries on the invoice should be

clearly set out, showing the price of each item. This is

time well spent.

Only thus can the customer really see how much work

has been done for him and realise that the price charged

is justified.
Cash PaYment

All VW dealerships should adhere strictly to the principle:

"Car ready - lnvoice ready - Cash payment!" This

cannot be achieved unless internal organization is ade-

quate. For firms of a certain size, mechanical invoicing

equipment can be a great helP.
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The way in which the car is returned is much more impor-

tant than is often realized. lt is not merely the last step in

the current transaction, but rather the first step toward

future business.

The last impression the customer takes with him when his

car is handed back, is just as important as his first impres-

sion of the workshop.

It is therefore essential to take a little trouble in returning

cars. Whenever possible, the Service Adviser should

accompany the customer to the parking lot and hand

over the car PersonallY.

What does the customer expect when he leaves the

workshop?

A repaired car, irr first class cortdition

A good way of proving to the customer that this is so is

to take him on a test drive. lf possible this should be done

after minor repairs as well.

Detailed description of tlre work performed

The customer may wish to have certain particulars that

may not be contained even in a detailed invoice.

Observance of all promises

It should be stressed how carefully the work has been

completed and the customer's wishes complied with. Any

discrepancies should be explained.

Advice

This is a good time to remind the customer of the impor-

tance of keeping his carregularlyserviced and maintained,

and for pointing out any items that might require attention

at a later date. And remember, a satisfied customer is

much more receptive to the virtues of Genuine VW Spare

Parts, Authorized Service and regular preventive main-

tenance, since no automobile is better than the service

available. This is especially true of potential new car

buyers.
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Estirnates

Rrpat< ES-Tt/ytATE ?

CovrgllrTU LETTER
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An estimate is made before every repair job, though in
most cases this merely takes the form of a verbal agree_
ment as to the extent of the repair and the amount it is
likely to cost. An exact estimate, on the other hand, calls
for careful examination and diagnosis of the defect (some-
times after partially dismantling a sub-assembly) as well
as a detailed statement of all repair operations and spare
parts required.

Estimates should never be based on verbal or written
descriptions of the trouble; the car in question must

always be brought into the workshop and carefully
inspected on the spot.

As with all routine work, it is advisable to systematize the
preparation of estimates. lt is a good idea to clear up

certain important points as soon as the car comes in:

a Has the customer any special wishes?

a ls an insurance claim involved?

,'T
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PBACTICAL MOTORS
Efliciency Ploce Phone 222

ORDERLYTOWN

Ivtr. E. Smith 
'415 NIain Street,

Carvill efn.C .

October 26th, 1960

Dear Sir,

As requested, we have pleasure in encfosing our estimate
of costs for the repair of your volkswagen, Licence No. BNE 2r4.

lve are glad to report that, af ter checking "vheel alignment'
we find that the frame has not suffered any danage. Repalr costs
wil-l- therefore be l-ower than originally antj-cipated and rvi1l pro-
bably not exceed fi 224.50

In accordance with usuaf practice, thls sum has been
cal-cul-ated to include a margin of 1O y'" to, unforeseen additional
work. We woul-d point out that this estimate is for yotrr guidance
only, and subject to final adjustment.

lt/e look forward to receiving your eariy confirmation that
we may go ahead with the work. we would propose making a start
first 'Uhing this iYednesday morningr as soon as our workshop opens'
This will enabfe the fresh paint work to dry overnight, and you
cou]d have your car at your disposal again by about 10 a.m. on the
following day.

Assuring you of our best attentj-on at all- times we remain,

Yours faithfully'

Encf.
Repair Estimate
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Service Manager



PRACTICAL MOTORS
l, Efficiency Rood, Phone 222

ORDERLY TOWN

Mr. E. Smlth

ESTTMATE

woRKsHoP NO. mO/ ooo

tNvotcE No. 2000

4f5 tttatn StneetADDRESS

Carvllte / S.C. Lo 5-6712

t'-
o
4ft:
o
5

='u

Tollsot4 c t

TYPE

LL:,
DELIVERY DATE

ot.9. 
3

CHASSIS XO.
2 076 514

REP. DATE

,I\ILEAOE RECEIVED A. lA.

P-t.
PROi\AISED A. A.

P.t.
UCENSE NO.

BNE 2'4

I A 62a Remove and lnstall US type bumper front or rear , 75

2 A IOa
Remove and lnstall one front fender, replace if necessary
(lneLudlne operatlons on electrlcat system) 6

3 VLe 'Check front axle for damage caused by accident 4 50

4 V l-a
Remove and 1nstal1 front axle (adJust brakes and toe-in, check
caster) A

5 V2e
Repl-ace front axle beams (remove and lnsta1l torslon arms
and torslon bars) - front axle removed L7 )o

6 B 92a
Dlsmount and mount tube and tlre of one wheel-, replace rr'hen

necessarv (remove and lnstaIl wheel) 2

7 A lOs
Palnt one front
n'IrrA{no rannrr{n

fender (apply f1lIer and sand as necessary) ex-
qnrl {nciq'l'l'lno fondon hcedl J ch*. and 'l-.rrr-n e'l cnal 9 6S

8 s 85s
Palnt one wheel (apply filler and sand) excludlng dlsmountlng
and morrntlncr tJre 2 70

10 $ for unforeseen repairs 5 46

I hmby oulho?k.lhe obovr npolr vork lo b. dona qlong vllh
lha ncas.y molctlol, ond h.nby Orcnl yoo ond / or your gAS. OIL 6 OREASE PRICE

LABOR

REPAIRS 6o
I

lmProYaE Pomrs9n rcoP!rcr3 n. coro
on rlrodt, hlghuoyr or .lsshcr. lo? lha pu.pota ol lcallng
^-Al^rt-.dl^ 

 - -y8.. n4^-lrr.ll-i l. h.-hv 
^*Msl- cals. o^s.

WASH-LUBE

rdgrd on obova cor or lrud. lo cura lhr omounl ot Fpol[
VW PARTS 154 50

oTs. ENO. OrLt
ACCESSORTES & rlREs

nc
nw
[]c

nA
nP
tr

OTS. TRANS. OIL

,t lSC, T ERCHANDISE

l0

L8S. GREASE

GAS. OIL 6 GREASE
TOTAL GAS. OIt

& OREASE

SUBLET REPA]RSSERVICE ADVISER

1t

NOr RESPONS|IIE FOt LOSS Ol
DAIAAGE TO CAIS Ot ATIICLES LEFI
IN CAiS IN CASE OF FITE, IHEFI
OI ANY OIHET CAUSE EEYOND OUT
coNtlol,

SALES IAX

TOTAL 224 56"
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Does the customer agree to his car being partly dis-

assembled for examination?

When does the customer want his car back?

What method of payment is suggested?

The Service Adviser should leave such detailed examina-

tions and repair estimates to a time of day when he can

concentrate on the work undisturbed. lf in doubt, the car

should be disassembled, with the customer's consent, so

that the damage can be accurately assessed. lf no order

results, then the customer may pay for the time required

for the disassembly. This prevents the customer from

asking for an estimate for the sole purpose of receiving

free advice and then placing his order elsewhere'

Avoid giving tirm estimates

ln order to avoid any possible misunderstanding every

estimate should be closed "subject to revision" to

emphasize that this is an estimate and not a quotation'

This means in general practice, that the estimate can be

exceeded by up to 15o/o- and it is good practice to men-

tion this fact in a footnote. ln spite of this, it is always

better to calculate generously, because most customers

will object to the estimate being exceeded, even when

this is unavoidable; few will object if the final charge is

lower than the estimate.

Firm estimates or quotations should only be given at the

express request of the customer. With these, the price

stated holds good regardless of the actual work finally

involved. Such terms should of course be avoided

wherever possible, and the right to revise the quotation'

should additional defects appear' must be explicitly

reserved.

Estrmates are made out on the form illustrated on page 15

of Service Hints No.7A.,A list of the spare parts and

materials required is compiled on a "Becord of Material

Used" form and attached to the estimate as a supplement,

together with a covering letter. Further information on

preparing estimates will be found in Service Hints No' 4A

of January, 1961, "The Estimate".

The diagnosis enables the Service Adviser to compile a

list of the spare parts required. Labor costs can be

assessed by referring to the Repair Time List' The time

required for jobs not specified in this list should be

worked out with the shop foreman or supervisor' lnternal

time studies are also very useful for the purpose ln such

cases, prices should always be marked "approximate"'

Finally, 'l 0 o/s should be added to the totals for both parts

and labor to allow for unforeseen extras' lf the time spent

on a repair job turns out to be considerably less than

originally quoted, it is a principle of good service to

revise the labor charges accordingly.

Covering Letter

A letter accompanying the estimate should include a brief

description of the defects noted and perhaps an explana-

tion of why repair action is necessary To review the

complete job, the main items may again be summarized

under main headings. lf it is found, on making an accurate

assessment of costs, that the damage is not as extensive

as the customer originally assumed, his attention should

be drawn to this pleasant fact in the letter' lf the customer

has not expressly asked for a firm estimate' the covering

letter should explicitly mention that the estimate is

"approximate only". Any quotations as to how long repairs

may take should preferably be expressed in "working

days".

tf the customer asrees to the repair -"'-;;::"0 u"o

the price quoted, he should countersign and return the

estimate form in confirrnation

raftilal |tsuI
M-t-!,1i,1969

to [sTn l$ 2000
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One of the Service Adviser's most vital aids is the Kardex

record system. This gives him all the data required for

service promotion and processing the day's work quickly

and accurately.

Besides this, it is extremely useful for planning workshop

capacity and for promoting the sale of cars and acces-

sories.

The Kardex system can thus be used for the following

purposes:

1 Service Prornotion

lncreasing service volume

a Overall survey of customers

a Building goodwill with calls, letters, etc.

a Checking on inactive customers

a Advertising the workshop's services

2 Workshop planning

a lncreasing the number of customers

SEBhCT 4INTS
Ng b,4

a complete and up-to-date record of all the firm's cus-

tomers. A new workshop customer should be entered into

the Kardex file when he is likely to return for service within

the near future. Whenever a new or second-hand car is

sold, the buyer's personal data should be transferred

from the sales records to the customer Kardex files before

delivery. The best method of doing this is to incorporate

a blank Kardex card in the set of invoices, so that it is

automatically entered in the file when the invoices are

processed. ln this way, as soon as the new customer visits

the workshop, the Service Adviser is immediately briefed

and knows the customer's requirements.

The customer's file card should be kept constantly up-to-

date from copies of the invoices. Special details which

cannot be gotten from copies of the invoices are entered

by the Service Adviser himself or passed on by him to

the Kardex clerk. The Service Adviser should make a

particular note of the following points:

a Customer's Personal data

o Social position, form of address

. Characteristics(hobbY)

o Business and Public standing

o Particulars of job or occuPation

o Business or personal connections

a Best customer aPProach

r Special information about the customer's car

o Special wishes (accessories' etc.)

I Special arrangements with the customer

c Previous claims or comPlaints

r Credit standing, method of payment

r Tips for the sales department (customer's plans: new

car purchase, business with competitors)'

The Kardex system has a wide variety of applications' lf

full use is made of it, it will provide a complete record

of all that has happened in the workshop and become an

indispensable aid to the Service Adviser in his daily work'

ry
*

J

aek ,\

a Assessing future volume

a lncreasing workshoP caPacitY

a Building, equipment and personnel planning

3 Processing the order

o Personal details of the customer

a Vehicle data

a Technical state of the vehicle, previous repairs

a Warranty and goodwill allowances granted

a Assessment of comPlaints

4 Sales promotion

a Sale of accessories

a Promoting second-hand car business

a lnformation for the sales department

Further particulars on using a service Kardex system are

to be found in Service Hints No.6A of April, 'l 956'

Registering new customers

lf the Kardex system is to fulfill its purpose, it must provide

I
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Sa,le ofAccessories

The Volkswagen Exchange Service offers a great many

advantages and is an added inducement to "buy Volks-
wagen". The Service Adviser should make the fullest
possible use of it.

Exchange parts cost substantially less than new parts.

Prices can be kept to a minimum because the factory
reconditions a great number of parts thus reducing unit

costs.

Badly worn parts or units are exchanged and replaced

by new or reconditioned parts at the factory. Recondi-

tioned is done on ultra-modern precision machinery and

Volkswagen exchange parts will give the same dependable

service as every other Genuine Volkswagen Part. An

important sales point: Wherever Exchange Parts are

available in the Volkswagen Organization, repairs can be

carried out much more quickly than if the particular part

had to be removed, repaired and installed again. The

customer has fewer labor charges to pay and his repair
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bills are kept down. Volkswagenwerk gives a warranty on

all Exchange Parts and Exchange Units. This warranty is

valid for six months or 6,000 miles after delivery to the

customer.

The Service Adviser should bear in mind that it is in the

dealership's own lnterest to make the widest possible use

of the Volkswagen Exchange Service. By having parts

reconditioned at the factory instead of in the workshop, a

considerable saving in skilled labor and special equipment

can be effected helping to boost the dealership's profits.

Before old parts are accepted for exchange, they should

be checked to ensure that it is still possible to recondition

them. Units must be returned to the factory in a clean,

assembled and unmodified condition. Any missing parts,

or spurious parts ("pirate" parts) such as carburetors,

manifolds, etc. must be replaced by genuine Volkswagen
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parts; otherwise they will be charged for by the factory.

lf the Service Adviser discovers that any parts are spurious

or missing, he should inform the customer. For further

details of procedure on Exchange Service, see the instruc-

tions issued by Volkswagenwerk AG.

Sale of accessories

During his conversations with customers, the Service

Adviser has plenty of opportunities for selling additional

equipment which will improve the comfort of their cars or

serve some specialized purpose. The Service Adviser will

naturally be expected to know all about the accessories

available, how they are fitted and what they cost. lt is

helpful to have a summary of all the most important details,

preferably in booklet form. Accessory sales are not time-

consuming and it pays to promote them. They are a

profitable addition to the dealership's repair business.

Accessories should be brought to customer's attention

conspicuously in show cases or show windows, and by the

display of pamphlets. lt is also advisable to have a demon-

stration car equipped with appropriate accessories so that

their usefulness can be pointed out and a buying mood

induced in the customer.

Good results can be expected from "selling seasonally"

and keeping the sales approach in tune with the times, e. g

by pushing snow tires when winter weather approaches.

Tire chains and ski-racks also sell well when the first snow

falls. The winter season offers many sales opportunities,

as do the holiday months. Autumn is the time for giving

fog lamps a promtnent display. There is a wide choice of

accessories for the Volkswagen, such as floor mats, addi-

tional lighting, luggage racks, camping equipment and the

like. Backed by the Advertising and Parts Departments,

the alert Service Adviser will find plenty of scope for

increasing sales.
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The Service Adviser should be thoroughly familiar with

the entire warranty and goodwill procedure. He should be

capable of doing everything from tactfully dealing with

customers to processing the paper work involved. The

full warranty and all relevant information can be found in

Service Hints and other specific publications.

Goodwill

ln special circumstances, claims may be submitted for

goodwill consideration after the warranty period has

expired. Here it should be kept in mind that the first one

to build and maintain customer goodwill and confidence

is the selling dealer.

Therefore he should always be prepared to back up all

work performed under goodwill without making the cus-

tomer pay in the first place. lt is indeed a criterion for the

spirit of cooperation within an organization if all links

- factory, importer, distributor and dealer - never fail to

solve a difficult case to the full satisfaction of the

customer.

Processing the warranty claim

lf the customer has a claim under warranty, the Service

Adviser should mark the repair order form with the letter

"W". This tells the workshop and the office that a warranty

case is involved. lf both warranty repairs and ordinary

repairs are involved, it is advisable to make out two

separate sets of order forms.

WorkshoP WarrantY

Each dealer guarantees the quality of maintenance and

repair work carried out in his shop. lt is standard practice

to take care of comebacks free of charge to the customer

between one month or 1,000 miles and three months and

3,000 miles. Handling this shop warranty is also the duty

of the Service Adviser and he should know all the aspects

of the dealership's policy.
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The Service Adviser's Future

lf the Service Adviser makes full use of the facilities

available and constantly strives to increase his experience

and knowledge, he will find it easier to do a better job and

will derive increasing satisfaction from his work.

To be a Service Adviser is to have an interesting, varied

and responsible position which offers wide scope for

personal initiative. Success in this attractive career can

lead to positions of even greater responsibility in the

automobile repair trade, such as:

^1

Assistant Workshop Manager

Workshop Manager

Service Field Representative

There are many ways in which the Service Adviser can im-

prove his knowledge and broaden his experience within the

Volkswagen Orgartization:

Service literature

Courses at Volkswagen Service Schools

Learning from fellow employees in the

Autornotive sphere in general:

Trade publications

Evening classes and technical courses

Automobile club activities in the field of

Generzrl knowledge:

Adult education schemes

Public libraries

Meetings and lectures.
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